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STONE
IDEA BOOK

landscape with



get more from your landscaping
Your yard has an aesthetic all its own. It welcomes guests into your home, or serves as 

the place where family and friends gather. In this book you’ll find plenty of real project photos to 

inspire you in creating the perfect outdoor space, whether it’s a new stone walkway or an “outdoor 

room” for warm weather. On page 3 you’ll find ideas for how you can use hardscaping to create 

functional yet beautiful areas. Page 8 tells you all you need to know to start planning the ideal 

outdoor kitchen. Page 13 explains the latest paver style trend, and Page 15 talks about everything 

to consider when adding a fire feature to your yard. We invite you unleash your imagination.
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PICTURED MATERIALS: 
Saratoga Granite Wall 
Thermal Bluestone Pavers



Why Add Stone 
to Your Landscaping?

Stone does more than simply look good in your yard.
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Direct Traffic
With artfully positioned walkways, you can create paths around the exterior of your home. 

Walkways and stepping stones act as an invitation for people to explore everything your yard has 

to offer, creating a welcoming atmosphere.

PICTURED MATERIALS: 
Unilock Brussels Block (Limestone) 
with Courtstone (Bassalt) Inlay
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Define an Area
Just as you would use furniture in your home to define specific rooms and areas, you can use stone 

features to define areas of your landscaping. Elements like steps, stone walkways and benches can 

add both structure and ornamentation.

PICTURED MATERIALS: 
Irregular Bluestone Flagging 
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Create Privacy
Use a stone wall to create a timeless border that not only adds privacy to certain areas, but gives 

character to the whole exterior.

PICTURED MATERIALS: 
Corinthian Granite 
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Add Texture and Color
Stone elements have the unique ability to add both texture and color to your landscaping. Create 

bold areas of aesthetic interest throughout your yard.

PICTURED MATERIALS: 
PA Fieldstone with Fieldstone Steps 



Continuing Trend: 
Outdoor Kitchens

Extend your season and expand your outdoor living space.
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Outdoor cooking, dining, and entertaining are 

becoming more popular every year.

In fact, Americans spent 
8% more on outdoor cooking 
appliances this year than 
last year.

Cooking out on the grill is great, but the trend of 

complete outdoor kitchens has been gaining momentum 

steadily as people have an increased desire for unique 

“leisure living” spaces in their homes.

It’s easy to see why outdoor living areas are attractive to 

homeowners. With the ever-expanding range of options 

for materials, finishes and appliances, outdoor kitchens 

offer a unique opportunity to truly personalize a space 

specifically for spending time with family and friends.

Here are some things to consider when 
planning your outdoor kitchen  
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MATERIALS
The materials you select for constructing your outdoor kitchen should be chosen for their quality, flexibility, and low-

maintenance characteristics. Your outdoor kitchen will be exposed to the elements, so durability is an important factor to 

consider. You will also want to make sure your new “outdoor room” fits in with the existing architecture and landscaping 

of your house.

Paving
One of the most highly recommended paving materials for outdoor kitchens is sealed stone. 

Natural stone pavers can give your kitchen a look that’s both elegant and natural. Consider 

choosing stone that occurs elsewhere in your landscaping so that you can create a cohesive, 

integrated backyard. Concrete pavers are also a good option--they come in a wide variety of 

shapes, sizes and colors to suit any aesthetic. At Trowel Trades Supply, all of our pavers have a 

warranty against cracking or spalling, which is especially advantageous in a climate where the 

freeze-thaw cycle can sometimes be harsh.
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Countertops
Building an outdoor kitchen has never been 

easier. With the emergence of modular 

prefabricated countertop units, you can 

significantly cut build time and costs while 

still dressing them in your favorite natural or 

manufactured thin veneer. These units also allow 

for sink, grill and refrigerator cut outs so you can 

enjoy all of the amenities of your indoor kitchen.

Walls, Separators & Structure
Your outdoor kitchen may not have four walls, but 

the structural elements are just as important as in 

any other room of your house. Consider creative 

additions such as low stone walls that will define 

the area while serving as additional seating.
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Cooking Elements
When you’re deciding what kind of appliances to plan for, keep in mind both your own cooking style and current 

trends. Many people are incorporating built-in pizza ovens, wood-fired ovens or fireplaces to their outdoor kitchens, 

adding something truly different to their repertoire. Cooking outdoors offers endless chances for adding spectacular 

food prep methods like open flames and smoking, so don’t pass up the opportunity.

Outdoor kitchens should have the same sort of flow as indoor kitchens to make cooking as efficient as possible. 

When you are planning, be sure to allocate the right spaces for prepping, storage, and appliances.



Create High Impact 
with Plank Pavers

Add a clean, contemporary feel to your yard 
with this up-and-coming trend.
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PLANK PAVERS
Not surprisingly, popular landscaping trends often reflect 

current architectural styles. With today’s building designs 

moving in a sleek modernist direction, it’s natural that 

landscape designs will follow.

As indoor and outdoor spaces continue to become more intertwined, 
landscaping is becoming ever more important to any home.

In order to evoke the minimalist feel of today’s architecture, one of the most popular landscape trends is the use of 

plank pavers. These stone pavers, available in various lengths and widths, are used to create the long, clean lines 

that are perfectly on trend with today’s contemporary outdoor designs.

When installed end-to-end in a single width, the finished look of plank pavers is reminiscent of hardwood flooring. 

For a more traditional look, the planks can be installed in a random pattern of varying lengths and widths.
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PICTURED MATERIALS: 
Techo-Bloc Linea (Shale Grey)



Cozy Outdoor Living 
with Fire Pits & Fireplaces

One of the most popular outdoor living design trends, 
fire features add an inviting element to any yard. 
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Gathering around 
the fire is something 
that people have 
always loved to do, 

and with the growing number of materials 

and techniques, it’s no wonder that fire 

pits and outdoor fireplaces are more 

popular than ever. Today, homeowners 

are looking for a rustic yet refined 

aesthetic coupled with high quality 

functionality.

In order to get the outdoor fire 
element you want, take in these 
considerations  
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Cost
As with any home project, cost is a major factor when it comes to choosing a fire element for your home. A 

full outdoor fireplace with a hearth and chimney will, of course, be more expensive than a stone fire pit in 

the backyard. Custom stone fire pits and fireplaces require a skilled mason while fire pit kits from concrete 

manufactures are easily put together with interlocking pieces.

Another factor that will affect cost is the materials you choose. Real stone typically cost more than concrete cast 

stone.  Round fire pits with real stone radius caps are expensive, compared to square/rectangular fire pits with 

real stone rectangular caps.  Fire pit kits with metal ring inserts (like the Rosetta Fire Pits) typically cost much less 

than custom fire pits with fire brick interiors.
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PICTURED MATERIALS: 
Irregular Bluestone Flagging
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Rosetta Fire Pits 
the Perfect Affordable DIY Solution

Rosetta Hardscapes produces outdoor 

fire pit and fireplace kits that are perfect 

for the homeowner who loves DIY 

projects. The kits come with everything 

you need to create the perfect fire feature 

in your yard, all on one pallet. The 

pre-formed kits simplify assembly and 

placement, so you can start enjoying 

your outdoor living space sooner. Rosetta 

fire pit kits are extremely budget-friendly, 

typically costing $600-$700.

If you’re interested in a Rosetta fire pit 

kit, Trowel Trades Supply can help you 

choose the right assembly for your home.

Design
Pay careful attention to the shape and placement of your fire 

feature. In order to create a cohesive backyard living space, 

many homeowners choose to have their fire pits or fireplaces 

built in to another outdoor area like a patio or deck. You can 

also choose to have your fire pit stand alone.

Installation
The last major consideration is deciding whether you would 

like to hire a professional to install your fire element for you, 

or whether you would like to go the DIY route. Some fire pit 

kits are very homeowner-friendly and can be installed with 

minimal skill required. But for a larger project it may be best 

to hire a professional.
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Start planning your project 

today
Request more info from our product specialists 

to turn your ideas into reality.

t r o w e l t r a d e s s u p p ly. c o m
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